Tenuta Bally
&
Von Teufenstein

At the gates of the city of Lugano lies this splendid
80-hectare estate, which not only produces wine,
but also farms the land and raises livestock.
The estate boasts a long history, dating back
to 1917 when Ernst Otto Bally, a visionary
of his time, founded the business, which developed
into an independent winery with 6.5 hectare
of vineyards. Initially, only the surrounding fields
were cultivated, then Ernst Otto began
to devote himself almost exclusively to viticulture,
planting new vineyards that grew quickly
and were perfectly suited to the climate.
The central area of the estate consists
of a Florentine-style villa “La Crespera”,
the farmhouse “La Piana” and a rectangular
building “il Ronco” which dates back
to the eighteenth century.
Today the estate belongs to the grandchildren
of Ernst Otto - the von Teufenstein and Bally families.

Enjoy unforgettable moments in thisn
peaceful landscape of breath-taking beauty

If you can imagine a celebration with a rustic touch
immersed in the green and surrounded by vineyards,
then this is the perfect location for you.

The estate also offers wine tastings accompanied
by appetising snacks, combined with a visit
to the cellars, guided by the estate’s wine expert.

The location is suitable for all kinds of private
or business events, such as weddings, celebrations,
anniversaries, birthdays, parties, brunches, meetings,
conferences, gala dinners, corporate business events,
exhibitions, sports events and barbecues.

Between 35 and 40-thousand bottles of wine
are produced annually using the Merlot,
Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet Franc, Chardonnay
and Sauvignon Blanc grape varieties.

In addition to the main buildings, the location
also offers a 340 m2 structure with an aluminium floor
and draped interior ceiling, creating a fine silk effect.
It can accommodate a maximum of 300 people
and can be furnished to suit all requirements
and tastes, with round or rectangular tables
and chairs, as well as a range
of other furnishings and decor.
The convenient entrance with its attached parking area
means that your guests can reach the estate in under
10 minutes from the city and they will be captivated
by the striking setting of an event that is perfectly
in tune with your ideas and in perfect harmony
with its surroundings.
A century-old olive tree stands at the entrance
of the estate and offers a beautiful contrast in colour
during the change of seasons: the yellow of the
primroses in spring, the amaranth red of the grapes
in late summer and the orange brown of the chestnut
shells in autumn.

The company Eventopolis SA in Lugano
is our exclusive partner for the staging, furnishing
and coordination of events.
Gabbani Catering offers a year-round service
and is proud to host your most important moments
with professionalism, experience and style.
The quality of our kitchen, the attention to detail
and possibility of customising each aspect of your
event together with our partners, allows us to tailor
our offers to suit the most diverse of needs.
Harvest time (from the end of August
to the end of September) is very labour intensive
and during this time it is possible to observe people
at work, as well as many other activities related
to wine production.
The wines of the Bally & Von Teufenstein estate
enjoy exclusivity at our events.

Services on offer
The location is offered exclusively
in combination with our catering service
(The estate alone cannot be rented).
To make your event unique, we offer a wide
range of personalised services: catering,
photographer, floral decoration, menu printing,
various choices of tablecloths, fabrics and colours
and the personalisation of cakes.

Where are we
Tenuta Bally & von Teufenstein, via E.O. Bally 1; CH-6943 Lugano
5 km from Lugano airport; 25 km from Bellinzona;
35 km from Como and Varese and 80 km from Milan.

